Operations Plan

Chapter 5 – Operations Plan
INTRODUCTION
The development of the CSPDC TDP has included four chapters that provided an overview of
public transportation in the Central Shenandoah region and developed alternatives for
improvement. These chapters discussed goals, objectives, and standards; analyzed the current
services operating in the region; documented unmet transit needs; and proposed financially
constrained and vision alternatives for the CSPDC and local stakeholders to consider for
implementation over the six-year TDP planning period. A TDP Working Group, with input
from DRPT and CSPDC staff, provided guidance throughout the process.
This Operations Plan details the specific projects that the CSPDC and local stakeholders have
chosen to implement, presented as short-term and vision phases. While the short-term
projects follow a six-year timeline, the vision projects have not been specifically assigned to a
year, as funding has not been identified for implementation. Including the vision projects in
the plan allows the CSPDC to adapt to changing circumstances, and consider accelerated
implementation during its yearly reviews, if funding opportunities are presented. The
Operations Plan includes a discussion of organizational changes, followed by the short- term
service projects and vision service projects. Chapters 6 and 7 provide companion capital and
financial plans to support this operations plan.
A primary focus of the projects included in this TDP is on the development of a combined
urban-rural system that ties together the current public transportation services operating in
the region. The development of the program will lay the foundation for future growth, as
community awareness increases and additional partners are sought. Modest service
improvements are included within the plan, as constrained by the currently available funding
resources.

ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES
There are a number of organizational changes that are included as part of the six-year plan.
These are:


The transit program will be unified under a new brand, BRITE. A brand awareness
campaign will be implemented to educate the public.



A Transit Advisory Committee will be formed.
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The sub-recipient for rural funding in the region will shift from Virginia Regional
Transit to the Central Shenandoah Planning District Commission.



The CSPDC may own vehicles used for public transportation in the region.



Additional local funding partners will be solicited.



The local funding formula will be formalized for any future funding partners.

The details for each of these changes are documented below.

Develop Cohesive Brand and Improve Community Awareness
One of the issues that the CSPDC identified prior to beginning work on the TDP is that of
brand confusion with regard to the name and identity of the public transportation program in
the region. This brand confusion was confirmed by the rider and public surveys, with riders
and the public identifying with several different names for the program (CATS, VRT, and
individual route names). It is not surprising that there is brand confusion given that each
service has evolved independently for different constituencies. While there is brand confusion,
the services do operate as a cohesive system, operated by the same transit provider (VRT), with
timed connections between services at key locations.
In order to help reduce or eliminate this brand confusion, the CSPDC and DRPT added a
branding task to the TDP to develop a cohesive brand, logo, and strategies to improve
community awareness of transit in the region. Pulsar Advertising, a sub-contractor to KFH
Group, has been working through this task concurrently as the TDP work has progressed.
Documentation of Pulsar’s complete work will be included as a companion to the TDP and is
summarized below.

Brand Development
The branding process included a number of different choices
for names and logos. Of these names, BRITE was chosen to
move forward with full logo development. Pulsar is currently
finalizing the logo designs for BRITE. When the branding
task is completed, Pulsar will deliver electronic files for logo
and type treatment (*.eps, *.pdf, and *.png), as well as a
brand standards fact sheet that will include logo and identity
usage guidelines (font, visual elements, and logo color
usage).
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The CSPDC will then begin a re-branding effort. The full list of tasks will include the
development of:






Website
Social media
Maps and schedules
Vehicle exterior paint scheme
Signage

The branding campaign will serve to improve community awareness of transit as well as
provide an opportunity to redesign the system maps and schedules. These are important
improvements, as stakeholder input suggested that the current maps and schedules are
confusing for riders to understand, particularly for people with intellectual disabilities. It may
be helpful to solicit feedback from stakeholders who represent people with intellectual
disabilities in the process when designing the new schedules.
The CSPDC has requested funding assistance through DRPT to start the re-branding process in
FY16, including the development of the website, brochure, and map. Vehicle decals and bus
stop signs can be included as part of the annual capital budget. The re-branding effort will
continue on throughout the life of the plan.

Transit Advisory Group
A transit advisory committee (TAC) is typically comprised of stakeholders who have an interest
in preserving and enhancing transit in the community, much like the working group that has
been organized to help guide the TDP for the CSPDC. Over the past several years, the CATS
Board has served in this advisory role to VRT, helping to guide the region’s transit program. An
ongoing TAC will be developed to provide input and feedback to the CSPDC and assist them in
making transit-related decisions.
The following groups (which may include several current CATS Board members) will be
considered for inclusion on the transit advisory committee:


Local funding partners
o Augusta County
o Augusta Health
o Blue Ridge Community College
o City of Staunton
o City of Waynesboro
o Shenandoah Valley Social Services
o Staunton Downtown Development
o Wilson Workforce Rehabilitation Center
o A representative of the CATS Board
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Future Funding Partners
Other interested stakeholders who may periodically be engaged could include:
o An at-large community representative designated by the CATS Board
o Advocates for senior citizens and people with disabilities
o Chamber of commerce and/or economic development representatives
o MPO representation
o Other human service agency representatives
o A transit rider representative

The suggested representation for the committee is one member from each of the funding
partners and one to two community members.
The role of the transit advisory committee will be to help the transit program better meet
mobility needs in the community by serving as a link between the citizens served by the
various entities and public transportation. A transit advisory group is a good community
outreach tool for transit programs, as having an ongoing dialogue with stakeholders allows for
a greater understanding for transit staff of transit needs in the community, as well as a greater
understanding by the community of the various constraints faced by the transit program.
Transit advisory groups also typically serve in an advisory capacity for transportation
development plans and other transit initiatives. It is suggested that this board be comprised of
no more than fifteen members, and that they meet quarterly, at a minimum.
The CSPDC has begun the process of forming the TAC and the CSPDC Board appointed the
TAC members at their August 17, 2015 meeting.

Federal and State Public Transportation Grant Recipients in the Region
Population growth in the region, as reflected in the 2010 Census, resulted in the development
of a new urbanized area (UZA) - the Staunton-Augusta-Waynesboro Urbanized Area. This
designation resulted in a number of changes in the way in which public transportation is
funded, managed, and operated in the region. Census-designated small urbanized areas
(concentrations of populations of between 50,000 and 200,000) are eligible for funding
assistance under the Federal Transit Administration’s (FTA) Section 5307 program, which
provides funding to help support public transportation programs in urbanized areas. Public
transportation in the region has historically been supported in part by the FTA’s Section 5311
program, which provides funding assistance for public transportation in rural areas and is
administrated through DRPT.
The major organizational change that resulted from the introduction of a UZA in the region
has been the need to designate a public body as the recipient of the FTA Section 5307 funds for
this region. The CSPDC became the designated recipient of these transit funds effective January
1, 2014. Currently about 67 percent of the revenue service hours are provided for routes that
provide service within the urbanized area and 33 percent of the revenue hours are provided for
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rural routes. VRT continues to operate the urbanized area routes, through a contractual
agreement with CSPDC.
DRPT is changing its sub-recipient policies such that local governmental entities, rather than
third party transit providers, will be the designated local grant sub-recipients for Section 5311
funds. For the CSPDC region, this will combine the rural and urban grant oversight functions
so that the CSPDC will manage both programs. For FY16, VRT will remain the designated S.5311
sub-recipient in the region, with the CSPDC taking on this role in FY2017.
Contract to Provide Transit Services
CSPDC contracts with VRT to provide public transportation services in the urbanized area of
the region. This contract is due to expire at the end of FY2016. The new contractual period will
begin in FY2017 and will include both the urban services (which are now provided under the
contract), as well as the rural services that are currently operated directly by VRT as a subrecipient of S.5311 funds. The CSPDC will need to begin working on the procurement process
early in FY2016, as the RFP process typically takes a significant amount of time to complete,
and must follow FTA’s procurement regulations.
Fishersville Facility
VRT’s local operating facility in Fishersville was funded through FTA/DRPT grant assistance.
FTA guidance indicates that as an FTA/DRPT- funded facility, it is to remain in use in support
of public transportation in the region for its useful life. Continued DRPT and FTA leadership
will be needed to sort through how to handle the shift in local grantee status with regard to
this facility.
Vehicles
The vehicles that are currently used for service within the region will likely remain in use
within the region, regardless of the contractor, as they were purchased using federal and state
funds for the purpose of providing public transportation services in the CSPDC service area.
This issue has not yet been fully resolved and will likely impact the CSPDC’s decision regarding
vehicle ownership for the initial new contract period.

Vehicle Ownership
As a relatively new S.5307 grantee, the CSPDC has not historically owned transit vehicles.
Currently, the vehicles operated in the region are owned by CSPDC’s contractor, VRT, with
DRPT maintaining a financial interest in the vehicles through their useful life. These vehicles
were purchased through DRPT, with funding assistance from the federal S.5311 (80%) program,
DRPT (up to 16%), and the remaining local matching funds provided by VRT and local
partners.
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The CSPDC is currently using FTA’s Capital Cost of Contracting provisions, which allows the
CSPDC to categorize half of the contract with VRT as capital, providing for an eighty percent
matching ratio for that portion of the contract. While the CSPDC is using this provision during
the current grant year, the agency was interested in determining the optimal scenario with
regard to vehicle ownership. Specifically, is it more advantageous for the agency to own the
transit vehicles or to continue to include the vehicles as part of the “Turnkey” contract with its
contractor?1
A thorough review of this issue was developed in Chapter 4 and showed that in general terms it
would likely be more beneficial for the CSPDC own its own vehicles, largely due to the federal
and state funding assistance that is available to help purchase vehicles, the greater control over
the vehicles that is possible with vehicle ownership, as well as the greater flexibility afforded to
the CSPDC with regard to hiring a service contractor. However, this may not be logistically or
financially feasible in the short-term, given the need to conduct the RFP process for transit
services in FY2016. The CSPDC is planning to ask potential bidders to provide a proposal with
and without vehicles to help determine the most appropriate local scenario.
As vehicles for the program are replaced, with the CSPDC as the grant recipient for public
transportation funding in the region, the CSPDC may assume ownership of the regional fleet,
depending upon future financial and logistical feasibility. The budgets in Chapter 7 have
included both options. The CSPDC will need to provide DRPT with an update with regard to
the vehicle ownership issue as soon as is feasible after the procurement process, as DRPT has
indicated that only one scenario should be reflected in the TDP. The CSPDC’s annual TDP
update will need to reflect the chosen scenario.

Formalization of Local Funding Formula
The initiation and growth of transit services in the region has been incremental in nature, with
each service evolving separately, each with its own financing arrangements, to make the
funding situation work between federal, state, and local partner financing. Although not
formalized, the current arrangement to assign local match among funding partners is as
follows:


The gross operating cost for each service is calculated based on the fully allocated cost
per revenue hour.

1

Currently the CSPDC categorizes the contract with VRT as “Turnkey,” with the contractor providing the vehicles,
maintenance, and transit service. Under this classification, 50 percent of the contract costs are eligible for 80 percent
federal share and 50 percent of the costs are eligible for 50% federal share. This scenario falls under the FTA’s “capital
cost of contracting,” which recognizes the capital consumed by the contractor for the delivery of public transportation
service. The FTA Circular states that “only the costs attributable to the privately owned assets are eligible under this
policy.” Items purchased with federal, state, or local government assistance are not eligible.
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Estimated fare revenue, based on the previous year’s data is applied to arrive at a net
deficit per service. Fare revenue is calculated by individual route, to reflect the
significant differences in fare revenue that is collected on each route.



Federal and state funding is applied to arrive at the local match required per service.



Each partners’ share is estimated based on the number of hours assigned to each
partner. This is relatively simple for the single payer routes (i.e., Waynesboro), but more
difficult to estimate for the routes that have multiple partners.

In order to develop a fair methodology to divide the local share required among the routes for
future improvements, as well as shortfalls that may occur if funding partners drop out, the
revenue hours and revenue miles per jurisdiction were calculated (see Chapter 4 for these
data). It is proposed that the following methodology be used for future allocations:
1) If an improvement is an entire route or service desired by a new funding partner, then
the entire local portion of the cost of the improvement would be paid by the new
partner on a cost per hour basis. The average current local share per hour is $15.18 on the
urban side and $22.91 on the rural side. Adding a ten percent capital fund contribution
on top of these hourly rates would equate to an urban local cost per hour of $16.70 and a
rural local cost per hour of $25.20.
2) If an improvement is desired collectively for the public and is split among jurisdictions,
it is proposed that the local cost of the improvement be calculated on a local cost per
hour basis ($16.70 urban; $25.20 rural), and then divided among the jurisdictions based
on the percentage of service in each jurisdiction (either revenue miles or revenue
hours).
3) If an improvement is desired by a particular agency or jurisdiction (i.e., such as a
dedicated stop) and requires a modest deviation in an existing route, then the local cost
of the deviation (based on hours of service), should be calculated and used as the cost
basis to charge the agency.
Each of these three proposed cost-sharing arrangements assumes that there are federal and
state matching funds available.

Seek Additional Local Funding Partners
There are currently eight funding partners that contribute annually to the transit program, in
support of either their constituents (Cities of Staunton and Waynesboro); Augusta County;
Staunton Downtown Development; their students (Blue Ridge Community College and
Woodrow Wilson Rehabilitation Center); or their clients (Augusta Health and Shenandoah
Valley Social Services). The funding provided by these partners provides matching funds so
that the CSPDC and VRT can access a significant level of federal and state funding, which
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allows the system to provide needed services to the targeted constituent groups, as well as the
public.
In addition to these eight funding partners, there are other entities in the region whose
constituencies benefit from public transportation services. Some of these are already directly
served by transit services, while others could be served with route adjustments. While this list
is not exhaustive, the following entities currently enjoy transit access for their clients and do
not currently contribute towards its operation:







Bridgewater College
Mary Baldwin College/Murphy-Deming
Valley Program for Aging Services
Vector Industries (call-in stop)
Virginia Department for the Blind and Visually Impaired
Virginia Employment Commission

The Murphy-Deming College of Health Sciences (part of Mary Baldwin College) opened a new
Health Sciences building in Fishersville (June 2014), close to the Augusta Health campus.
Students can use the 250 Connector to access the site but it does not have a direct stop.
These entities could be approached to see if they are willing and able to contribute to the
system to improve public transportation services in the region in support of their
constituencies. Additional matching funds could be used to expand services to better serve
specific constituent needs, as well as public needs.
Approaching potential funding partners is typically a sensitive topic for transit programs to
handle, as all riders are members of the public, with a right to access services offered through
FTA/DRPT funding. The key differences for the constituencies of the partners are:





Direct access
Participation in system planning and decision-making
Tailored services
Fare-free for the riders (in some instances)

These are the benefits to partnership that the CSPDC could highlight and formalize when
approaching potential new partners. If additional partners are added, it will be important to
ensure that the financial participation directly offsets the benefits of participation offered by
the CSPDC (be it direct access, tailored service, or fare-free service). The formalization of the
local funding formula should ensure that a direct cost-benefit relationship occurs.
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SHORT TERM SERVICE PROJECTS
The projects in the “short-term” category are those that will begin to be implemented in either
FY2016 or FY2017.

General System and Infrastructure Improvements
Improve Transit Infrastructure
One of the common themes from survey respondents and stakeholders was the need to
improve transit infrastructure in the region, including additional and improved bus stops,
signage, and shelters. Of the 75 “official” system stops, 67 are signed. The larger issue is the
number of “unofficial” stops and the need to add signage to mark these locations. Seven of the
current “official” stops have passenger waiting shelters. This project proposes the following
improvements:






Sign all fixed-route stops, including those that are currently “unofficial” stops
Eliminate flag stops in the urbanized area
Reduce call stops
Improve signage at transfer locations, particularly the Waynesboro hub
Add shelters at key stops, choosing a ridership threshold for consideration (such as 25
daily boardings)

It should be noted that there are ADA compliance issues to consider when making bus stop
improvements. If improvements are made to a stop (not including sign replacement), then the
stop must be brought into compliance with the ADA. KFH Group has completed an ADA
assessment of the bus stops in the service area, and it is available as a companion to the TDP.
This infrastructure project is particularly relevant given the re-branding effort that is
underway. The re-branding of the system, coupled with improved infrastructure will likely
increase the presence of the system within the community.
The capital portion of the financial plan includes budget line items for bus stop signs, as well as
the addition of two shelters per year.
Develop Transit Pass Program
Stakeholders have expressed an interest in developing a pass program for frequent users of the
system. The CSPDC has some level of pass program infrastructure in place already, as it
provides tokens for the DSS to distribute to clients. The pass program will replace the token
program for the DSS, offering an increased ability to track usage.
CSPDC is planning to start the pass program by using a coupon book, similar to the programs
in place in Harrisonburg and Winchester. A coupon book is a simple mechanism to start a pass
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program, as the books are numbered for tracking purposes. Harrisonburg and Winchester sell
books of 25 and 20 trips, respectively. The CSPDC will still need to iron out the details of the
program, including how many trips to include within the coupon books; the level of discount
to offer (Harrisonburg offers a 20% discount; Winchester offers a 15% discount); the method of
sales and the sales outlets; and the tracking procedures. This improvement can be
implemented in FY16.

Improving the Efficiency, Effectiveness, or Convenience of Current
Services
The data analysis, rider input, and stakeholder input documented in Chapter 3 provided the
basis for formulating a number of service alternatives (Chapter 4) with regard to the current
routes. Several of the alternatives were chosen to move forward to the six-year plan. These
improvements are organized by route, with the urbanized area routes presented first, followed
by the rural routes.
250 Connector
Close the Service Breaks
The first improvement associated with the 250 Connector is to eliminate the breaks in service
that occur at 12:30 p.m. and at 6:30 p.m. during the week and at 3:30 p.m. on Saturdays. These
breaks in service are very inconvenient for riders, particularly those that are transferring from
other routes and making connections.
The CSPDC is planning to implement this improvement in FY16, as there are funds available for
this improvement.
Add Valley View Apartments as a Regular Stop
The Valley View apartments on Frontier Ridge Court, near the Staunton Walmart, are served
with a call-in stop. This stop is used frequently and it is proposed that it be formalized to be a
regular stop on the schedule. Adding this stop will eliminate the need for Valley View residents
to call ahead to schedule their trips, and reduce confusion about whether the apartments are
served. This stop can be added during the next schedule change, likely to occur in the fall of
FY16.
Use a Larger Vehicle
As the most productive route in the network, and also one of the longest, there are times when
there are standees on the bus for significant periods of time. The current 20-24 passenger
vehicles, while equipped with grab bars, are not designed to have standees for long periods of
time. When there are wheelchairs on board, seats are lost to accommodate wheelchair
securement.
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It is recommended that a larger vehicle be used for the route, within the limits of safe
maneuverability as there are some turning movements along this route that will limit the size
of the vehicle chosen. The operating staff indicated that the largest vehicle likely to be feasible
is a 28-30 passenger bus. As the vehicles for this route are replaced, larger vehicles will be
purchased.
Additional Saturday Service
The 250 Connector currently operates on Saturdays but not until 12:30 p.m. It is recommended
that this route begin service at 8:30 a.m. on Saturdays. This improvement is relatively low cost,
adding just 416 annual service hours and will improve regional mobility on Saturdays, including
allowing for work and shopping trips that were not previously possible. This improvement is
scheduled for FY16.
Future Improvements
One of the ongoing issues associated with the 250 Connector is the need to shorten the route in
some manner to allow more time for each cycle to be completed. A service alternative for the
route was presented in Chapter 4 but funding was not available to add significant resources at
this time. The minor improvements that are included in this plan will provide some relief and
more will likely be needed.
Staunton Trolleys
The Staunton Trolleys provide a mix of circulator services for Staunton residents and visitors.
The Green Trolley is the shortest of the three routes, operates as a true small city circulator,
and serves the major downtown visitor attractions. The Silver and Red Trolleys operate longer,
more circuitous routes, providing service geared to people who live in Staunton and need to
access shopping, employment, and medical destinations.
Transition Vehicle Choice from Trolley to Small Transit Bus for Silver Route
Given that the Silver trolley route is more oriented to residents rather than visitors, and that
the route is longer, it is proposed that the use of trolley buses for the route be phased out in
favor of more comfortable, less expensive, and more reliable small transit vehicles. This will
reduce confusion for visitors who are most likely interested in riding the Green Trolley route,
as it serves the downtown tourist attractions. In addition, small transit vehicles are easier to
maneuver than trolleys. This is a significant concern in the City of Staunton as there are many
steep grades and tight corners that the vehicles must navigate.
Split the Silver Trolley into Two 30-minute Routes
One of the issues that was identified in association with the Silver Trolley Route was the
circuitous nature of the route and the associated long ride time. One way to address this
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without incurring additional costs is to split the route into two shorter routes that are
interlined at the Lewis Street Hub. This will offer more direct service from origin to
destination, though frequency will remain hourly (the same vehicle will be used for both
routes). Through-riders can stay on the vehicle without incurring a new fare so that the change
will not cause riders to incur additional transit expenses. The direction of travel for each of the
two proposed loops should be further discussed with stakeholders to maximize travel
convenience. These proposed routes are shown in Figure 5-1. This change is scheduled to be
implemented in FY16.
Combine the Red and Silver Trolley Routes
The Red Trolley Route operates only on Friday and Saturday evenings, from 6:00 p.m. to 10:00
p.m. The route covers many of the same segments as the Silver Route, with the exception of the
Walmart, which is also served by the 250 Connector. The original purpose of the Red Trolley
was to provide service for young people on Friday and Saturday evenings. System data suggests
that this ridership has not developed. It is recommended that the Red Trolley be discontinued
and the annual service hours previously devoted to the Red Trolley be used to add one hour of
service in the evening for the Silver Trolley, Monday through Friday, extending the span of
service to 7:00 p.m. This change can be implemented in conjunction with the split of the Silver
Trolley route in FY16.
Green Trolley Extended Hours
The span of service for the Green Trolley is currently extended to include evening hours (6:00
p.m. to 9:00 p.m.) from May through October. While discussing the trolley hours during the
development of the short-term service plan, CSPDC staff asked VRT to look at the ridership
during the evening hours to see if these extended hours are used before Memorial Day and
after Labor Day, as well as to see if the extended hours are used Monday through Thursday.
These data show that daily ridership is unpredictable throughout the season, with some
Mondays and Tuesdays exhibiting higher ridership than Fridays and Saturdays. The data
showed that ridership is the highest during this service period in July and August, but does not
drop significantly until October. It is recommended that the CSPDC and the City of Staunton
monitor the extended hour ridership for the remainder of this season to see if the drop in
October ridership continues as a trend that would suggest ending this service in September.
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Figure 5-1: Proposed Silver Trolley Route Split
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Adjust the ADA Complementary Paratransit Fare in Staunton
While the fare structure was not mentioned by survey respondents or stakeholders as an issue,
it came to light when examining the fare for ADA complementary paratransit in Staunton.
Federal guidance indicates that the ADA fare can only be twice the fixed route fare. In this
instance, the ADA fare is $1.00 and the trolley fares are only $.25. This means that either the
trolley fares need to be raised to $0.50 (similar to the rest of the system), or the ADA fare needs
to be reduced to $0.50.
The City of Staunton has decided that it would prefer to reduce the ADA fare from $1.00 to
$0.50, rather than raising fares on the trolley routes. Lowering the current ADA fare will
represent a loss of about $964 annually. This adjustment should be implemented as soon as is
feasible, to ensure ADA compliance.
Waynesboro Circulator
The Waynesboro Circulator provides hourly service throughout the City of Waynesboro,
offering two different service patterns, as well as deviating from the route for people with
disabilities, and allowing some call-in stops. These three issues together can create problems
for the route, including rider confusion and an inability to stay on schedule. Given the timed
connections within the system, it is important for the routes to maintain their schedules so
that the entire network is not negatively impacted. There are also very few riders who use the
alternate route.
The two primary goals for the changes proposed for the Waynesboro Circulator are to trim the
route so that a small time cushion is available and to eliminate the alternate route to reduce
rider confusion. The focus of the segment eliminations was on those areas with little to no
riders, and or those that could be transitioned a block or two away for better travel time.
Another feature of the proposed route revision is a reversal of the direction of travel, from
clockwise to counter- clockwise. This allows some easier turns and takes advantage of some
locations that have sidewalks only on one side of the street. The revised route was developed in
consultation with the City of Waynesboro and the Shenandoah Valley Department of Social
Services, with the City developing the final design. The proposed revised route, along with the
current route, is shown in Figure 5-2. This service change can be made during FY16, as it is
revenue neutral.
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Figure 5-2: Revised Waynesboro Circulator
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Augusta On-Demand
The Augusta On-Demand was once county-wide, offering service to different parts of the
county on different days of the week. In an effort to manage demand, some of these resources
were directed to implementing the 340 Connector (beginning in FY2012) and the Augusta OnDemand was limited to once a week service in the Craigsville area. Over time fewer and fewer
of the passengers who originally used this service are still riding. The current route statistics
suggest that keeping this service is not sustainable, as the FY2014 data indicated that there
were only 0.49 passenger trips per revenue hour and that the cost per trip was $116.50. It is
proposed that this service be eliminated. This change is proposed for FY17.
340 Connector
The 340 Connector is currently the least productive fixed route in the system. It is difficult to
determine if this is due to low demand for service between Stuarts Draft, Waynesboro, and
Blue Ridge Community College, or if this is due to the limited services offered. The current
scenario is not sustainable for a fixed route as the productivity is only 2.42 trips per revenue
hour and the cost per trip is $23.23.
Given that the primary ridership is between Waynesboro and Blue Ridge Community College,
there is very little ridership on the Rt. 340 segment between Waynesboro and Grottoes or the
Rt.257 between Grottoes and Weyers Cave, and there have been multiple comments expressing
the need for additional service for Stuarts Draft. It is proposed that this route be changed to an
express service to provide service between Stuarts Draft, Waynesboro, and BRCC. The concept
is for the route to function as it currently does in Stuarts Draft to the Waynesboro Hub. From
that point, the route will provide express service to Blue Ridge Community College using
Routes 64 and 81. This will allow the route to be completed in one hour for each direction. A
suggested schedule, based on current system scheduling patterns, would be a 7:00 a.m. start at
Highland Hills Apartments; and a 7:30 a.m. start from the Waynesboro Hub (meeting the
Waynesboro Circulator), arriving at BRCC just before 8:00 a.m. The route would then travel
back to Waynesboro (8:30 a.m.) and back to Stuarts Draft for a second morning run at 9:00
a.m., serving Waynesboro at 9:30 a.m. and BRCC just before 10:00 a.m. At this point, the bus
would go out of service.
For the afternoon, the route would originate at BRCC at 3:00 p.m., travel to Waynesboro (3:30
p.m.), then on to bring people back to Stuarts Draft (4:00 p.m.). The route would make one
more trip in service, leaving Stuarts Draft at 4:00 p.m.; Waynesboro at 4:30 p.m., and back to
BRCC for a last run at 5:00 p.m., returning to Waynesboro at 5:30 p.m. and Stuarts Draft at 6:00
p.m.
The vehicle revenue hours for this schedule, assuming Monday-Friday will total six hours per
day, which is a little higher than the current 5.1 hours per day. It is proposed that the savings
realized by discontinuing the Augusta On-Demand service be used to fund the expected
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additional expenses associated with an additional hour of revenue service each weekday. The
proposed route is shown in Figure 5-3. It is suggested that the route name be changed to reflect
its different route alignment, perhaps calling it the Stuarts Draft Connector. This change is
proposed for FY17.
Figure 5-3: Proposed Stuarts Draft Connector
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BRCC North and BRCC South
Close the 7:00 p.m. Service Gaps (Monday-Thursday)
As with the 250 Connector, the BRCC North and BRCC South routes include an hour gap in
service so that the drivers can take a meal break. This is not convenient for passengers and
adds confusion to the schedule. It is proposed that the service break be eliminated on these
two routes, with the contractor providing the meal breaks using a break driver or an alternative
scheduling design.
This change will require 416 additional annual service hours and is proposed for FY17.
Evaluate Summer Services
Throughout the TDP process there has not been a discussion regarding the demand for BRCC
North and BRCC South services during the summer. Summer classes are held through July, so
there is likely a need for both of the routes to operate throughout the summer. However, the
ridership in the summer is not as high as it is during the fall and spring semesters. It is
recommended that the summer ridership be evaluated to see if the level of service provided
throughout the summer is appropriate.

Short Term Service Plan Summary
Table 5-1 summarizes the service projects planned for the short-term. The TDP identifies an
implementation year for each project for planning purposes, but actual implementation may be
impacted by the availability of funding, future partnerships, and other changes in
circumstances that may arise. The short-term plan is conservative, projecting an increase of
1,027 revenue service hours (3.7%) over the six-year period. The service increases are scheduled
for implementation during the first two years of the plan. This schedule reflects the budget
limitations of the local funding partners.
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Table 5-1: Summary of TDP Short-Term Service Improvements
Years of
Planned
Deployment

Urban/
Rural

Service Project

Existing

Urban

Current Urbanized Area Services

Existing

Rural

Current Rural Area Services

FY2016

Urban

FY2016

Urban

Current Total
Route 250 Connector- Close service
breaks
Route 250 Connector- Additional
Saturday service

FY2016

Urban

FY2016

Annual Revenue
Hours

Annual
Revenue Miles

17,599

210,873

9,794

171,464

27,393

382,337

875

11,594

408

5,406

Minor change

Minor change

Urban

Split the Silver Trolley Route
Combine Silver/Red- extend Silver 1
hour

Minor change

Minor change

FY2016

Urban

Adjust the Waynesboro Circulator

Minor change

Minor change

FY2017

Rural

FY2017

Rural

FY2017

Rural

Eliminate Augusta On-Demand
Modify the 340 Connector- Stuarts Draft
Connector
BRCC North and South- Close service
breaks
Projected Total

(325)

(6,988)

260

9,100

416

7,800

29,027

409,249

VISION PROJECTS
The vision projects included in this TDP are those that the CSPDC and the local partners are
interested in pursuing, but do not have the funding identified to implement in the foreseeable
future. Keeping them in the TDP will allow them to be implemented, should funds become
available. Table 5-2 provides a summary of these projects, with the full description of each
service provided in Chapter 4. The list of projects is not presented in priority order. The highest
priority for service improvements currently revolves around the need to find additional timesaving opportunities for the Route 250. Adding a second vehicle to the Silver Trolley (i.e.,
improving frequency) could allow this route to extend to the Staunton Mall area thus making it
possible for the Route 250 to skip that area and reduce its route mileage.
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Table 5-2: Summary of Vision Projects
Annual
Revenue
Hours

Urban/Rural

Project

Urban

Route 250- Improved Frequency

Urban

Annual
Revenue
Miles

5,200

68,900

Silver Trolley - Saturday Service

416

3,453

Urban

Silver Trolley- Evenings 7 - 9 pm

510

4,233

Urban

Silver Trolley - Improved Frequency

2,600

21,580

Urban

Waynesboro- Saturday Service

416

7,779

Rural

Add a trip on Fridays to the BRCC North

52

975

Rural

Add a trip on Fridays to the BRCC South

52

978

Rural

Saturday BRCC Corridor Service

416

7,488

9,662

115,386

Projected Total

Real Time Transit Information
The provision of real-time transit information was discussed as a vision project, though not
likely to occur within the six-year planning horizon of the TDP.

OTHER INITIATIVES
Feasibility Study for Charlottesville Service
The results of the survey and stakeholder input showed a desire for area residents to travel to
Charlottesville. Trip purposes include work, medical, and recreation, with the University of
Virginia and its associated medical facilities located in Charlottesville. As a potential regional
service, the details regarding the feasibility and implementation are beyond the scope of this
local TDP. The three MPOs located in the adjacent counties of Rockingham, Augusta, and
Albemarle, with support from DRPT, are planning to develop a full feasibility and
implementation study following this TDP, possibly in conjunction with Virginia’s intercity bus
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program. Funding and or technical assistance for the consultant study will come from transit
planning funds from the three MPOs. The study will outline the feasibility, including the full
costs of providing this type of service, the potential funding sources, potential stops, likely
ridership, infrastructure needs, and implementation issues. It is anticipated that there will be a
regional steering group to oversee the study, with representation from a number of
stakeholders including the CSPDC (including the Harrisonburg-Rockingham MPO and the
SAW MPO); the Thomas Jefferson PDC; DRPT; the University of Virginia; and the connecting
transit programs (HDPT, Charlottesville Area Transit).

Advertising Policy and Revenue
The topic of advertising policies and revenue did not come up during the TDP process. It is
relevant for the CSPDC to consider developing advertising policies to be included in the
upcoming contract for service. VRT currently does place advertisements on the vehicles that
operate in the region.
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